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 A Beautiful Copy of This Classic
of American Nature Writing, in the Scarce Dust Jacket

1. Austin, Mary: THE LAND OF LITTLE RAIN. Boston & New York: 
Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1903. xi,[5],281pp., including marginal 
vignettes interspersed throughout and three half-tone plates. Frontispiece. 
Half title. Original olive cloth with a design in green, gray, black and gilt 
by Adrian Iorio, spine gilt, t.e.g. Faint rubbing to the corners, otherwise 
a fine copy. In the original brown paper pictorial dust jacket (in near fine 
condition, with small chips at corners of the spine fold).

First edition, first issue, in the very scarce dust jacket.  This first issue, as 
identified by Tabor, has the half title text seven centimeters down from 
the top edge of the page, the marginal illustrations in dark brown, and 
the “Note on the Illustrations” tipped in as opposed to being integral.

Mary Austin, a native of Illinois, settled in the Owens Valley with her 
husband, the manager of an irrigation project there.  She began to write 
sketches of the region for several journals and in 1903 published The Land 
of Little Rain, her first book and a landmark in the literature of California, 
the desert, and Native American life in the Southwest.  It is also a key 
book on the water history of California and the West.  The illustrations 
by E. Boyd Smith are outstanding depictions of desert life.  The attractive 
decorative binding (which was adapted for the dust jacket) was designed 
by Adrian Iorio.  Copies in the dust jacket – particularly lovely in this 
example – are exceedingly scarce.  This copy of the dust jacket is a variant 
with an advertisement on the rear panel for John Muir’s Our National Parks, 
issued by Houghton Mifflin in 1901.  The advertisement is surrounded 
by five concentric single rule panels in the same dark brown ink used to 
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print the rest of the dust jacket.  This is the first time we have seen a 
first edition, first issue dust jacket with any printing on the rear panel.

 

“Surely no one will urge denial to the assertion that The Land of Little 
Rain ranks among the all-time great books on California, and is an ac-
knowledged classic of the desert” – Edwards.  “These charming sketches 
of the desert and semi-desert country comprising the Owens Valley and 
the approaches to the great sink of Death Valley have become practically 
a classic” – Zamorano 80.
ZAMORANO 80, 2. COWAN, p.24. DYKES, FIFTY GREAT WESTERN 
ILLUSTRATORS (SMITH) 29. EDWARDS, p.14. GRAFF 114. GRAFF 
114. HOWELL 50:273. HOWES A400. HOWES A400. LIBRARY OF 
CONGRESS, CALIFORNIA CENTENNIAL 278. NORRIS CATA-
LOGUE 155. STREETER SALE 3029. POWELL, CALIFORNIA CLAS-
SICS, pp.44-52. Enduring Desert, p.14. Desert Voices, p.8. REESE, BEST 
OF THE WEST 232. ROCQ 2232. STREETER SALE 3029. Stephen 
A. Tabor, “The Hidden Second Printing of Austin’s Land of Little Rain” 
in Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 77:4 (1983), pp.468-69.
  $3250.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 Feet Froze Off

2. Campbell, Archibald: A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD, FROM 
1806 TO 1812; IN WHICH JAPAN, KAMSCHATKA, THE ALEUTIAN 
ISLANDS, AND THE SANDWICH ISLANDS, WERE VISITED. 
INCLUDING A NARRATIVE OF THE AUTHOR’S SHIPWRECK 
ON THE ISLAND OF SANNACK, AND HIS SUBSEQUENT WRECK 
IN THE SHIP’S LONG BOAT. WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
PRESENT STATE OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS, AND A VO-
CABULARY OF THEIR LANGUAGE. Edinburgh. 1816. 288pp. plus 
folding frontispiece map. Original blue paper-covered boards, rebacked 
in linen, original label laid down. Moderate wear to corners, light soiling 

and ink drops on boards. Internally clean. Very good. 
Untrimmed. In a brown cloth clamshell case, spine gilt.

 

The scarce first edition of this valuable account of 
Campbell’s voyage to Japan and China, with much useful 
information on Hawaii and Alaska.  While in China, 
Campbell joined the crew of the American ship Eclipse, 
sailing out of Boston and captained by Joseph O’Cain 
(called “O’Kean” in the text here).  He departed China 
and went on to Japan and Kamchatka, and thence to 
Alaska, where the Eclipse was shipwrecked in 1807.  
Campbell gives an important and early description of 
Alaska.  He wintered at the Russian base at Kodiak 
in 1808, where he met Baranov, who happened to be 
there at the time, and gives a valuable description of 
life on Kodiak.  After his shipwreck on Kodiak, both 
of Campbell’s feet froze, and they were eventually 
amputated.  “Campbell’s description of Kodiak is 
particularly valuable” – Lada Mocarski.

 

After the amputation Campbell was sent to Hawaii 
to rehabilitate and became friendly with King Ka-
mehameha I, for whom he made sails.  “Campbell’s 
account of his stay in Hawaii...is of the greatest im-
portance, being the first narrative from the viewpoint 
of a resident rather than as a visitor....The author 
lived among the chiefs and then with Isaac Davis, and 
he identifies some of the earliest foreign residents 
of the islands, a number of whom were Botany Bay 
men.  His keen firsthand observations on the social 
structure and agricultural practices of Hawaiians are 
of great importance” – Forbes.

A twenty-five-page appendix contains a Hawaiian vocabulary, and an ad-
ditional three pages contain Hawaiian phrases useful to seamen.  The map 
is a rather detailed chart of the Northwest Coast, showing the “Track of 
the Eclipse’s Long Boat from Sannack to Kodiak 1807.”  After his time in 
Hawaii, Campbell spent two years in various businesses in Rio de Janeiro, 
also discussed in this narrative.  This account of his adventures, edited by 
James Smith, was published in an attempt to benefit Campbell.
HOWES C88, “aa.” LADA-MOCARSKI 71. HILL 244. SABIN 10210. 
FORBES 448. WICKERSHAM 6544. STREETER SALE 2418. TOUR-
VILLE, p.91. BORBA DE MORAES, p.148. RICKS, p.56 (1819 ed). 
JUDD 30.  $3500.
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 Union Army Field Hospital
in Virginia Toward the End of the War

3. [Civil War]: [Virginia]: [PENCIL SKETCH OF THE FIELD 
HOSPITAL OF THE 3rd DIVISION, 6th CORPS, NEAR PETERS-
BURG, VIRGINIA, 1864]. Petersburg, Va. 1864. Pencil sketch, 10 x 
14¼ inches. One vertical and two horizontal folds. Residue from previous 
mounting and old repair to verso, minute separation at two cross-folds. 
Lightly tanned. Very good.

A large and well-executed pencil sketch of a field hospital toward the end 
of the Civil War.  The artist only identified him- or herself as “W.M.C.” 

in the lower left corner along with the 
caption: “Field Hospital of the 3rd Div. 
6th Corps, near Petersburg, Va.  Pencil 
Sketch made 1864.”  In the foreground are 
the well-tended grounds of the hospital 
including a flagpole flying the hospital 
“H” flag with the Greek cross insignia of 
the VI Corps, all surrounded by a wooden 
fence and trimmed hedge.  A complex 
of semi-permanent tents dominates the 
majority of the image, with two men in 
uniform in conversation to the left of 
the tents.  In the background are two 
covered ambulance wagons decorated with 
medical crosses; trees and small houses 
are visible further in the background.

 

The VI Army Corps was created in 1862 
and assigned to the Army of the Potomac, 

although in 1864, it was temporarily assigned to the Army of the Shenan-
doah under the command of Maj. Gen. James B. Ricketts.  Although the VI 
Corps faced heavy fighting throughout the Civil War, 1864 was particularly 
violent – this field hospital was undoubtedly packed throughout the year.  
In the wake of the Battles of the Wilderness and Spotsylvania during the 
Overland Campaign, to the close fighting near Mule Shoe (also known 
as the “Bloody Angle”), the assault at Cold Harbor, and the Shenandoah 
Valley campaigns, the VI Corps saw nearly two-thirds of its 24,000 sol-
diers killed or wounded.  In December 1864, the VI Corps returned to 
the Army of the Potomac, and in April 1865, played an important role in 
the final assault on the fortifications of Petersburg.  $1350.
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 Rare Promotional for Colorado Gold and Silver Mines

4. [Colorado]: STATISTICAL HISTORY OF CLEAR CREEK 
COUNT[Y], COLORADO. FROM 1859 TO 1881, INCLUSIVE, 
SHOWING THE GOLD AND SILVER PRODUCTION AND THE 
NATURAL ADVANTAGES POSSESSED AS A SILVER MINING 
DISTRICT [wrapper title]. Georgetown, [Co.]: “Miner” Print, [1881]. 
[8]pp., including table, plus folding map. Original printed wrappers. Up-
per outer portion of front wrapper torn but expertly repaired (costing 

one letter in the title). Faint dampstaining to 
bottom of front wrapper; small holes to rear 
wrapper with corners chipped. Ex-Denver 
Public Library, with their ink stamp on verso 
of front wrapper. Some soiling. Map lightly 
tanned. About very good. In a half brown 
leather and cloth clamshell box, spine gilt.

 

A rare promotional pamphlet designed to at-
tract investment in the gold and silver mines 
of Clear Creek County, a place which, ac-
cording to the authors, boasts “one of the 
largest and richest Silver Belts that can be 
found in Colorado.”  After presenting a brief 
history of mining in the area, the authors go 
on to lay out “some of the salient points and 
advantages that Clear Creek County possesses 
as a mineral producing district.”  Includes 

a folding map by Ernest Le Neve Foster of Georgetown, Colorado, to 
serve as a guide to the county’s resources and showing “the locality of 
each mining camp; also, the streams and mountains on which mines are 
located.”  The table lists the amount of ore produced since 1859, with 
information on the growth in the local population.  OCLC locates ten 
copies over four accession numbers.  Rare Book Hub lists only a copy 
offered by the Eberstadts in 1953; this is the first copy we have handled.
WYNAR 757. GRAFF 3953. WILCOX, p.107. EBERSTADT 132:224. 
LINGENFELTER CO:1743.  $2500.
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 The Colorado Mining Industry in Its Heyday,
Featuring Many Wonderfully Illustrated Advertisements

 

5. [Colorado]: Corregan, Robert A., and David F. Lingane, editors 
& compilers: FIRST EDITION, 1883. COLORADO MINING DI-
RECTORY: CONTAINING AN ACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF 
THE MINES, MINING PROPERTIES AND MILLS, AND THE 
MINING, MILLING, SMELTING, REDUCING AND REFINING 
COMPANIES AND CORPORATIONS OF COLORADO. ARRANGED 
ALPHABETICALLY BY COUNTIES. Denver: The Colorado Mining 
Directory Co., [1883]. 908,[11]pp., including illustrations and advertise-
ments. Original pebbled green cloth, stamped in blind and gilt, gilt seal of 
Colorado and mountains on front board. Text edges stained red. Lightly 
tanned. Very good.

 

An exhaustive directory of the Colorado mining industry during its heyday.  
Containing demographic and geological descriptions of the counties listed, 
as well as many finely illustrated advertisements.  The advertisements – 
which extend even to the pastedowns, spine, and rear board – are so nu-
merous, it seems they merited their own index.  A particularly nice copy.
WYNAR 3304. COLORADO COLLECTION 755. LINGENFELTER 
CO:1499.  $1750.
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 Rewriting the 1824 Constitution of Mexico,
and Centralizing Power

 

6. Corro, José Justo: Ortiz Monasterio, José Maria: PRIMERA SEC-
RETARIA DE ESTADO. DEPARTMENTO DEL EXTERIOR....1. EL 
TERRITORIO MEXICANO SE DIVIDE EN TANTOS DEPARTA-
MENTOS CUANTOS ERAN LOS ESTADOS, CON LA VARIACIONES 
SIGUIENTES...[caption title and first line of proclamation]. [Mexico]. De-
cember 30, 1836. [1]p., on a bifolium. Folio. Light general wear. Near fine.

 

A scarce and important decree from Mexican President José Justo Corro pro-
mulgating one of the “Siete Leyes,” a group of laws that essentially rewrote 
the Mexican constitution of 1824 and converted the country from a Federal 
to a Centralist Republic.

 

Corro became President shortly after Santa Anna resigned to fight the rebel-
lion in Texas, after the immediate successor, Barragán, died of typhus.  In his 
one-year term, the highly religious Corro slowly lost nearly all of his political 
support through a series of economic and military failures, although he did 
manage to earn the Pope’s recognition of Mexican independence.  His most 
significant undertaking, however, was the institution of the “Siete Leyes,” 
which in essence rewrote the entire Mexican constitution.  The laws established 
literacy and property requirements for the vote, gave the President consider-
able powers over Congress and the courts, reorganized legislative and judicial 
branches, and, perhaps most importantly, changed Mexico’s semi-sovereign 
states into “departments” whose governments were appointed by the President.  
The overall effect of these laws was to dramatically increase the power of the 
President, and ultimately consolidate much of the administrative strength of 
the “republic” into a single man (i.e. Santa Anna).  By the time this decree 
was issued the Mexican government had already been moving strongly toward 
centralized power, so much so that on November 7, 1836, the rebellious au-
thorities in California had declared independence from Mexico.

 

The present broadside is Corro’s proclamation promulgating the law which 
reorganized the Mexican states into departments.  The congressional decree 
divides the country into as many departments as there were states before the 
Texas War.  The old state of Coahuila y Tejas is divided into two departments, 
New Mexico becomes a department, and the Californias, Alta and Baja, will 
be one department.  Also, “when order is re-established in the department 
of Texas,” the authorities will select a capital and appoint its governor and 
legislators as well.  The document is signed in type by José Maria Ortiz 
Monasterio.  OCLC locates copies of this individual broadside only at Baylor, 
Brigham Young, Brown, and the University of North Texas (an equally rare 
printing exists of the “Siete Leyes” proclamations as a group).  We are also 
able to locate copies at Yale (the Streeter copy) and Southwestern University.  
A scarce and vital document in the history of Mexico’s government.
STREETER TEXAS 882. OCLC 367540299, 37962422.                  $3000.
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 Rare Eyewitness Account
of the “Runaway Scrape” During the Texas Revolution

7. DeWees, W. B.: Cardelle, Cara [pseudonym for Emmaretta Cara 
Kimball Crawford], compiler: LETTERS FROM AN EARLY SET-
TLER OF TEXAS. Louisville: Hull & Brother, 1854. viii,312pp. plus 
four plates. 12mo. Original blindstamped green cloth, spine gilt. Spine 
ends chipped, extremities moderately rubbed. Old tideline in bottom 
margin of maps and plate, scattered soiling. Textblock over-opened at 
p.232. Tideline on endpapers, rear free endpaper missing.  Red pencil 
ownership and date on title page. Good.

The second and best edition of William DeWees’ pioneering experiences 
in colonial Texas, including four plates not found in the 1852 first edi-
tion.  DeWees’ reminiscences include a narrative of his travels in Texas 
and Mexico, the founding of the town of Columbus, early Texan colonial 
government, wars with Native Americans, and a valuable eyewitness ac-
count of the “Runaway Scrape” that occurred during the Texas Revolution.

William Bluford DeWees (1799-1878) a blacksmith and trader, was an 
early Texas settler who was one of the Austin colony’s “Old Three Hun-
dred” – settlers who were part of the first and largest Anglo-American 
settlement in Mexican Texas.  DeWees obtained land near the Colorado 
River and eventually became a founder and developer of Columbus, Texas.  
Later he held a series of public offices in Colorado County, including 
justice of the peace, associate land commissioner, associate justice of the 
county court, and county treasurer, but was charged with misappropria-
tion of county funds.

Letters from an Early Settler of Texas includes a plate of the death of Davy 
Crockett at the Alamo, the “The Battle of Gonzales,” and two important 
battles between white settlers and the native peoples of the region: “The 
Battle with the Whacos” and “The Battle of Skull Creek” where fourteen 
Karankawa were massacred by white settlers in retaliation for the ambush 
death of three colonists.  Of great importance within the text is an eye-
witness account of the “Runaway Scrape,” the contemporary name given 
to the flight of Texan settlers to the east following the loss of the Alamo.  
The advance of Santa Anna’s troops caused panicked Texas settlers to flee 
eastward without any thought as to preparation or even to transportation 
– many simply walked while carrying a few belongings.  As a result, many 
of the settlers fleeing Santa Anna’s forces died from disease, starvation 
and exposure.  Their flight continued from March through April of 1836, 
when the news of Santa Anna’s defeat at the Battle of San Jacinto spread 
and the settlers eventually traveled back to their homesteads.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM59032
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Although Letters from an Early Settler of Texas is presented as a compila-
tion of DeWees’ letters to a friend in Kentucky, the book is in reality a 
volume of DeWees’ reminiscences of his experiences as told to writer Em-
maretta Cara Kimball Crawford, who took the pseudonym Cara Cardelle.  
“A valuable first hand source book for the early days of Texas and the 
Southwest” – Eberstadt.  “Unembellished pictures of the journey to Texas, 
personal incidents and facts and events in Texas development” – Clark.

This important narrative of the early settlement of Texas and its eyewitness 
accounts of events during the Texas Revolution is scarce in either edi-
tion.  OCLC locates only three copies of this second edition, at Harvard, 
Brigham Young University, and the California State Library.
FIELD 422. ADAMS, HERD 671. HOWES D299. RADER 1131. RAINES, 
p.67. CLARK, OLD SOUTH III:298. OCLC 1032667903, 58940000. 
EBERSTADT 110:252.  $1000.
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 With Plates of Dakota Life

8. Eastman, Mary H.: THE AMERICAN ABORIGINAL PORTFOLIO.
Philadelphia: Lippincott Grambo & Co., [1853]. 84pp. plus twenty-six 
plates after Seth Eastman (including engraved titlepage). Quarto. Original 
blue cloth, richly gilt, expertly rebacked with original gilt backstrip laid 
down, a.e.g. Boards stained and soiled, front hinge neatly repaired. Light 
tanning and foxing. Good plus.

A classic illustrated work on Native Americans.  The handsome engraved 
plates are after paintings of Sioux life by the author’s husband, Seth East-

man, an accomplished artist and topo-
graphical draftsman.  Mary Henderson 
Eastman (1818-1887), the daughter of a 
Virginia physician, married Seth Eastman 
in 1835.  In 1841 she accompanied her 

husband to his new post as commander of Fort Snelling in modern Min-
nesota, where she learned the Sioux language and studied their culture.  
The plates in this work and Eastman’s descriptions are drawn from her 
firsthand experience and research living on the frontier.  The illustrations 
consist of handsome depictions of Dakota and Lakota people perform-
ing various rituals and activities such as burials, administering medicine, 
dancing, travelling, fishing, harvesting rice, spearing muskrats, dressing 
a buffalo skin, and much more.
HOWES E17, “aa.” WAGNER-CAMP 222c. SIEBERT SALE 865. RADER 
1269. SABIN 21682. FIELD 477 (note). REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 
122 (note).  $1750.
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 Defending American Missionaries in Hawaii
 

9. [Evarts, Jeremiah]: [Hawaii]: AN EXAMINATION OF CHARGES AGAINST 
THE AMERICAN MISSIONARIES AT THE SANDWICH ISLANDS AS AL-
LEGED IN THE VOYAGE OF THE SHIP BLONDE AND IN THE LONDON 
QUARTERLY REVIEW. Cambridge, [Ma.]: Hilliard, Metcalf, and Company, 1827 
[i.e. 1828]. 67,[2]pp. Original printed wrappers. Spine mostly perished, lower half 
of rear wrapper lacking. “To be circulated” written in manuscript on front wrapper. 
Light foxing and soiling. Very good overall. Untrimmed.

 

An interesting piece of early American Hawaiiana, responding to British criticisms 
of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions’ (ABCFM) activities 
in the islands.

 

“An important review of unfavourable published accounts on the American Protestant 
mission in Hawaii, principally those contained in the voyage of the HMS Blonde 
(1826).  The author, Jeremiah Evarts (1781-1831), was one of the principal found-
ers and the corresponding secretary (1821-31) of the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions...and thus had an intimate knowledge of the subject.  
The account of the Blonde, he asserts, was ‘a booksellers’ speculation prepared by 
another and unfriendly hand, from certain papers obtained from the chaplain of the 
Blonde.’  Further, he remarks that the missionaries were treated with ‘contempt and 
calumny’” – Forbes.

 

The voyage of the Blonde under Captain George Anson Byron was undertaken in 
1825 for the express purpose of returning the bodies of King Kamehameha II and 
Queen Kamamalu, both of whom had died of illness on an 1824 visit to London.  An 
account of the journey was published in 1826 from the ship chaplain’s journals; it 
focuses primarily on anthropological and scientific details, though the British author 
is none too kind to his American counterparts when they are encountered.  In the 
present pamphlet, Evarts responds to accusations made in this account and especially 
to those made in a related article in the London Quarterly Review, which had particu-
larly seized upon and magnified those anti-American sentiments.  This work is an 
expanded version of an article published in The North American Review in 1828, with 
additional content and updated evidence.  In particular, the author declares that the 
supposed letter of “Boki,” an island chief who accused Hiram Bingham of “trieng 
evere thing in his pour to have the Law of this country in his own hands,” to be an 
outright forgery.  Beyond his connection with the ABCFM, Evarts was a leading op-
ponent of the Indian Removal Act who worked tirelessly, if unsuccessfully, to resist 
removal through all of the religious and legal means at his disposal.  The rear wrapper 
of this copy, containing a “Postscript” on recto and verso, is lacking the lower half, 
which is provided in photocopy.

 

A noteworthy early defense of American involvement in Hawaii, and quite scarce 
in the trade – Rare Book Hub records only one copy at auction in the last century.
FORBES 660. SABIN 23351. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 28813.              $1250.
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 Around the World in 313 Days,
with Original Photographs

10. Fogg, William Perry: “ROUND THE WORLD.” LETTERS 
FROM JAPAN, CHINA, INDIA, AND EGYPT. Cleveland. 1872. 
[12],[7]-237pp. plus frontispiece portrait and twenty-eight photographic 
plates. Original three-quarter calf and pebbled cloth, spine and boards 
gilt, gilt-stamped globe on front board. Binding rubbed and scuffed, 
particularly to corners and joints. Light soiling and foxing, occasional 
small marginal tears or flaws. One leaf of table of contents loosely laid 
in. Author’s presentation inscription on titlepage and pencil corrections 
throughout. Very good overall.

A presentation copy of this remarkable, world-spanning journey, privately 
printed for the author, William Perry Fogg, and with his pencil annota-
tions and corrections.  Though published the same year as Jules Verne’s 

fictional Around the World in 80 Days (whose protagonist was named after 
this work’s author), William Perry Fogg’s incredible journey actually took 
place.  The text is printed from the original newspaper articles which Fogg 
wrote for the Cleveland Leader.  It is printed in single newspaper column 
format, and each chapter was printed at about the same time as the original 
article, from the same typesetting (including the original datelines and 
typographical errors, carefully corrected by the author in pencil).  The 
work is illustrated by over two dozen photographic plates, many of them 
original albumen photographic images, the others photographic repro-
ductions of printed plates.  The original photographic images include a 
Chinese village, groups of women and samurai, the famous Kamakura 
Daibutsu statue, Singapore, and the harbor of Hong Kong.  Copies of 

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM59075
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Fogg’s book are found with a widely varying number of plates – this copy 
has among the largest number we have seen.

Fogg travelled by train from Cleveland to Salt Lake City, where he in-
terviewed Brigham Young, described the Mormon sights, and then went 
on to San Francisco.  He steamed across the Pacific to Japan, then visited 
China, India, and Egypt.  Most of the text consists of his lively descrip-
tions of these far-flung locales, and includes an account of the recently 
completed Suez Canal.  The book ends with Fogg visiting Cairo; the 
author later published a second book recounting his experiences in the 
rest of Egypt and the Middle East.

True to his introduction, which states that the volume was “not published 
in its present form for public sale, but designed as a souvenir to personal 
friends,” this copy was presented by Fogg to Cleveland businessman 
George O. Baslington.  Though no world traveler, Baslington had an 
eventful 1872 himself – beginning in February of that year, the formerly 
quite successful oil firm of Hanna, Baslington & Company was bullied 
into submission and ultimately bought out by Rockefeller’s Standard Oil 
for less than half of its estimated value.  An unusual, well-illustrated 
publication describing a grand voyage, presented by the author, featur-
ing his textual corrections, and with more plates than are usually found.
FOGG 3382a. SMITH, TRAVELLERS F45.  $3750.
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 History of Peru by the Spanish-Inca Historian

11. Garcilaso de la Vega, “El Inca”: Rycaut, Paul, translator: THE 
ROYAL COMMENTARIES OF PERU, IN TWO PARTS. London: 
Printed by Miles Flesher, for Richard Tonson, within Gray’s-Inn-Gate, 
1688. [8],1019 [i.e. 1015],[9]pp., without pages numbered 23-26, as issued; 
plus frontispiece portrait and ten plates (one folding). Titlepage printed in 
red and black. Folio. Antique-style paneled calf, spine gilt, leather label. 
Scattered foxing, several small holes occasionally touching a letter without 
significant loss, one in the plate opposite p.456. Very good.

Garcilaso de la Vega’s major work, the source from which all later writers 
on the subject have drawn.  It consists of two parts, the first describing 
the origins, religion, laws, and many other details regarding the Incan 
empire and policies before the invasion by the Spanish.  The second 
part describes the conquest by the Spanish.  The engravings provide a 
vivid picture of the brutal life of the period in Peru and of the conquest.  
Garcilaso de la Vega, “El Inca,” a distinguished 16th-century mestizo
Peruvian and a descendant of the Spanish poet of the same name, was 
born in Peru and spent his formative years there, living out his later life 
in Spain.  Garcilaso’s contemporary record of the early Spanish period in 
Peru is most valuable, as it is based on eyewitness testimony and personal 
observation.  This is the first English language edition, translated by Paul 
Rycaut, whose portrait appears as the frontispiece.  Several variants of 
this edition were printed in 1688 by Miles Flesher, each with a different 
publisher imprint.  “The most valuable contemporary source of early 
Peruvian history” – Hill.
WING G214. ESTC R34862. SABIN 98760. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 
688/104. PALAU 354799. HILL 676.  $3000.
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 Scarce Sensational Pamphlet
on Garfield and Guiteau for German-Speaking Americans

 

12. [Garfield, James A.]: [Barclay, Erasmus]: DAS ATTENTAT AUF 
PRÄSIDENT JAMES A. GARFIELD. DER EINZIGE WAHRHE-
ITSGETREUE UND AUSFÜHRLICHE BERICHT, VERBUNDEN 
MIT DER LEBENSBESCHREIBUNG UNSERES PRÄSIDENTEN, 
SOWIE DIE DES MEUCHELMÖRDERS CHARLES GUITEAU.... 
Philadelphia: Barclay & Co., [1881]. [17]-63pp. (as issued), plus ten plates 
and [1]p. of publisher’s advertisements. Original pictorial green wrappers. 
Wrappers soiled and worn, spine heavily chipped. Light tanning but oth-
erwise quite clean internally. Overall good plus.

 

A rare German-language pamphlet capitalizing on the dramatic news of 
President Garfield’s assassination and Guiteau’s ensuing trial.  Garfield’s 
death in 1881 understandably caused a sensation, and the assassin’s attendant 
eccentricities and theatrical behavior generated an immediate and powerful 
demand for news coverage; a rush of pamphlets of varying sympathies and 
quality were printed before the end of the year in English, French, Dutch, 
German, and more.  The public fascination with the case was such that it 
extended well beyond reading matter; after Guiteau’s execution, his body 
was sent to the Mütter Museum in Philadelphia, where the crumbling 
remains of his brain can still be seen on display.

 

The present pamphlet, published in early 1882 by Barclay & Co., Phila-
delphia’s prolific publisher of the lurid and louche, is essentially a German 
translation of The Life and Assassination of President Garfield: Together with 
the Life of the Cowardly Assassin, Guiteau, which was published only a few 
months prior.  While fully reset in Fraktur and with some minor changes 
to layout and organization, the rush to print in order to capture the media 
sensation of the ongoing trial is evident throughout – the wrappers are 
identical except for the addition of a small German subtitle, and the plates 
were lifted from the English-language edition wholesale, captions and all.  
The pamphlet itself, printed after Guiteau’s indictment but prior to his 
conviction and execution, briefly describes the events of June 30th before 
moving on in true tabloid fashion to outlandish (although surprisingly often 
true) tales of the assassin’s past eccentricities and indiscretions as well as a 
glowing and effusive account of Garfield’s life and deeds.  Barclay would 
follow up this pamphlet a few months later with The Great Guiteau Trial..., 
which was also translated into German shortly afterwards.

 

Interesting evidence of the growing sensationalism in mass media in the 
late 19th century, as well as these publishers’ eagerness to tap into differ-
ent segments of the population.  While the English version is somewhat 
scarce as well, OCLC records this very rare German edition at only three 
institutions: Hamilton College, the University of Delaware, and Harvard.
OCLC 2058667. McDADE 413 (English ed).  $1250.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM58983
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 Former Shaker Tells All

13. Haskett, William J.: SHAKERISM UNMASKED, OR THE HIS-
TORY OF THE SHAKERS; INCLUDING A FORM POLITIC OF 
THEIR GOVERNMENT AS COUNCILS, ORDERS, GIFTS, WITH 
AN EXPOSITION OF THE FIVE ORDERS OF SHAKERISM, AND 
ANN LEE’S GRAND FOUNDATION VISION, IN SEALED PAGES. 
WITH SOME EXTRACTS FROM THEIR PRIVATE HYMNS WHICH 
HAVE NEVER APPEARED BEFORE THE PUBLIC. Pittsfield, Ma.: 
Published by the author, 1828. 300pp., including errata leaf. Contempo-
rary calf, gilt leather label. Boards rubbed and scuffed. Scattered foxing 
and staining, upper right corner of text block slightly chewed, increasing 
damp stain to top gutter of final hundred pages. Contemporary owner-
ship inscriptions in pencil and ink on front and rear endpapers. Good.

An interesting anti-Shaker book written and published by a former member 
of the Society.  “Haskett was an English sailor, who signed the covenant at 
Mt. Lebanon, NY.  He was well acquainted with Shaker history, doctrine 
and publications” – Richmond.  Haskett describes his goals in his preface:

“The public is here presented with an authentic History, and candid rep-
resentation of the character of that truly eccentric community, known as 
the United Society of Shakers....The author has taken a course, unprec-
edented by the writers on this subject, and has aimed only to expose the 
delusion and fanaticism of this people, nor is he so prejudiced against 
them, as to leave unpronounced their few virtues.”

Overall, it is an attack on the Society in general and Ann Lee in particu-
lar, whose deification particularly appalls the author.  He seeks above 
all to discredit the Shaker prophet as a drunk: “They acknowledge, she 
did PUKE, but say they, she was then puking up the sins of the people.”  
Despite his statement in the preface, Haskett’s prejudices become fairly 
clear throughout, as evidenced by a rather extended note on the errata 
leaf which surreptitiously twists a key witness’ retraction into an even 
stronger condemnation and cites an unpublished work that would “more 
than presumptively prove the charge.”  The “private hymns which have 
never appeared before the public,” which Haskett prints with individual 
commentary of his own and claims under great threat from Shaker Elders, 
were in fact published in 1812’s Millennial Praises, compiled by Seth Y. 
Wells, although that work was intended for circulation only among Shak-
ers.  An entertaining if sometimes mean-spirited indictment of Shakerism 
printed at the height of the movement.
RICHMOND 772. HOWES H281. SABIN 30803. AMERICAN IM-
PRINTS 33495. MACLEAN 40.  $450.
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 Scarce and Detailed Handbook
for Engineers and Railroad Surveyors

14. Haslett, Charles: Hackley, Charles W., editor: THE MECHAN-
IC’S, MACHINIST’S, AND ENGINEER’S PRACTICAL BOOK OF 
REFERENCE…TOGETHER WITH THE ENGINEER’S FIELD 
BOOK…. New York: Stringer & Townsend, 1856. xvi,[11]-517pp., in-
cluding numerous figures and tables, plus folding table and one leaf of 
publisher’s advertisements. 12mo. Original wallet-style sheep binding with 

strap, title stamped in gilt on flap and spine, a.e.g. Binding a bit rubbed 
and worn at extremities. Scattered foxing, stain to lower edge of the last 
few pages. Contemporary and later ownership inscriptions on front and 
rear endpapers. Good.

The second printing of this extremely thorough and popular reference 
book for engineers, identical to the first edition except for the imprint.  
The work consists of two chief sections: a general mathematical reference 
for subjects and calculations of all sorts, compiled by Columbia professor 
Charles Hackley, and a section devoted entirely to mathematical formulas 
and strategies for laying out railway lines.  The author of the latter sec-
tion, Charles Aaron Haslett, was a native of Maine and one of the West-
ern Hemisphere’s preeminent railway engineers.  He was a surveyor for 
numerous railroads in America, Canada, and even South America (includ-
ing the Union Pacific), and by way of the present work is credited with 
introducing the Hallade Method of planning railroads to North America.  
He died on the job in 1872 and was buried next to the tracks, taking ill 
in the California desert while surveying for the Southern Pacific.

A contemporary ownership inscription marks this as Francis Brockton’s’ 
copy.  Brockton was the engineer aboard H.M.S. Plumper and likely had 
this on his person when he discovered a coal vein near Vancouver in 
1859; Brockton Point in Stanley Park was named after him in honor of 
the discovery.  A scarce and important work, instrumental in the planning 
of America’s railroad system in the 19th century.
SABIN 30830 (later ed).  $450.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM59025
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 Rare Pre-Statehood Honolulu Directory

15. [Hawaii Directory]: Creighton, Robert J., editor: THE HONOLULU 
ALMANAC AND DIRECTORY, 1886. CONTAINING COMPLETE 
STATISTICAL AND GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO 
THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. Honolulu: Pacific Commercial Advertiser 
Steam Print, [1886]. 108pp. plus [40]pp. of printed advertisements, many 
illustrated. Original printed blue front wrapper bound into modern half 
calf and marbled boards, spine gilt.  Front wrapper worn and soiled. 
Titlepage foxed and loosening, some wear to the edges of a few terminal 
leaves. Moderate tanning, light scattered foxing. About very good.

The third and most elaborate issue of this annual Hawaiian almanac and 
directory, which began in 1884.  The editor, Robert J. Creighton, was an 
Irish-born member of the New Zealand Parliament, and towards the end 
of his life spent a handful of years in Hawaii where he became editor of 
the Pacific Commercial Advertiser and, therefore, this series of directories.  
Contents in this issue include a calendar (recording noteworthy dates in 
Hawaiian history), a timeline (beginning with years “since the discovery 
of the Hawaiian Islands by Captain Cook”), a full list of government em-
ployees and their offices, a dissection of Hawaiian taxes, distance tables, 
a description of the Islands’ soil, climate, and outlook, a brief history of 
the monarchy, and more.  Also included is the entirety of the 1864 Con-
stitution of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and a detailed social, economic, and 
political “Review of the Year 1885.”  The rear of the almanac is occupied 
by forty pages of largely illustrated advertisements, including local island 
steamship companies, the Hawaiian Opera House, general merchants and 
importers, medical gadgets, lodgings, and more.

This almanac is sometimes found with inserted portraits of King Kalakaua 
and Queen Kapilani as well as ten photoengraved views, none of which 
are present in this copy.  A rare and detailed examination of the Kingdom 
of Hawaii shortly before its annexation by the United States.
FORBES 3827. CARTER, p.7.  $1500.
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 Square Dancing in ‘50s Louisana

16. [Homer Heel and Toe Club]: [SMALL ARCHIVE OF MANU-
SCRIPT AND PRINTED MATERIAL RELATED TO THE HOMER 
HEEL AND TOE CLUB, A SQUARE-DANCING CLUB IN HOMER, 
LOUISIANA, INCLUDING MINUTES, CORRESPONDENCE, AND 
PHOTOGRAPHS]. Homer, La. 1949-1951. Spiral-bound notebook of 

lined paper, with approximately [60]pp. filled in. Plus a small album with 
five photographs (3½ x 5 inches each), a decorated napkin, eight boot-
shaped admission tickets, and nine pieces of correspondence, including 
thank you notes, advertisement drafts, and member lists. Light wear and 
tanning. Very good plus.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM57332
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM57332


A small collection of materials connected to a square-dancing club in post-
World War II 1950s Homer, Louisiana, including their official meeting 
minutes notebook, tickets, photographs, and more.  The Homer Heel 
and Toe Club was founded on March 14, 1949, and varyingly sponsored 
events and held dances around Claiborne Parish.  Initially it was only for 
more experienced dancers, but as time went on the club began to offer 
training for new members as well.  Aside from the regular comings and 
goings of their monthly meetings described in the notebook (each meeting 
accompanied by iced cakes, naturally), there are also two small sheets of 

notes laid-in from their apparently 
final meeting, where they discussed 
possibilities of downsizing or merging 
with other nearby clubs.  The majority 
of the minutes were filled out by the 
club’s first secretary, Comiel Holladay 
Kendall, who was a teacher for many 
years at Homer High School and did 
graduate studies at the University of 
Virginia.  In addition to the note-
book, there are several printed and 

manuscript letters including thank you notes from the club’s instructor, 
“Pop” Billingsly, for his yearly Christmas gifts, drafts of notices to be sent 
out to members, and annotated rosters.  Also present are eight admission 
tickets to a November 25, 1950 square dance at City Hall (cut in the 
shape of a boot with spurs), a decorative napkin with color illustrations 
of a square-dancing couple, and a small snapshot album with five original 
photographs of club members at a dance.

An interesting little collection documenting a local Louisiana club’s daily 
activities in the middle of the 20th century.  $500.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM57332
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 With a Photographic Frontispiece of Kamehameha V

17. Jarves, James Jackson: HISTORY OF THE HAWAIIAN IS-
LANDS, EMBRACING THEIR ANTIQUITIES, MYTHOLOGY, 
LEGENDS, DISCOVERY BY EUROPEANS IN THE SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY, RE-DISCOVERY BY COOK, WITH THEIR CIVIL, 
RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL HISTORY, FROM THE EARLI-
EST TRADITIONARY PERIOD TO THE YEAR 1846. Honolulu: 
Henry M. Whitney, 1872. 242pp. printed in two columns and including 
in-text illustrations, plus 18pp. of printed advertisements. Photographic 
frontis. Half title. Original half calf and pebbled cloth, spine gilt. Boards 
slightly rubbed and stained, spine leather cracked. Light scattered foxing 
and edge wear. Very good

“The fourth, revised, edition of Jarves’ History, first published in 1843 
in Boston...and London....This is the second edition to be printed and 
published in Honolulu and is interesting for its early use of an albumen 
photograph of Kamehameha V added as a frontispiece. All copies have 
the frontispiece leaf with a rule border and title printed below...but not 
all copies have the actual photograph added” – Forbes.

In addition to the new frontispiece, this revised edition of Jarves’ semi-
nal work adds an appendix, written by the publisher Henry M. Whitney, 
which presents details and statistics of the Hawaiian Islands at the time 
of publication, along with a “Historical Sketch of Hawaiian Volcanoes” 
and several pages of tables presenting the results of the 1866 census.  
Though completely reorganized to be printed in two columns, many of 
the illustrations from the first edition have been maintained in the new 
layout.  In the rear of the volume are eighteen pages of printed advertise-
ments for Hawaiian businesses, including one for the book and stationery 
shop of Thomas Thrum, who eventually bought the remainder of this 
edition and reissued it in the 1880s without the frontispiece photograph 
or printed ads.
FORBES 2957.  $1250.
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 Grim Confederate Treasury Report
Following Losses at Gettysburg and Vicksburg

 

18. [Memminger, C.G.]: REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF THE 
TREASURY [caption title]. [Richmond. 1863]. 19pp. Gathered signa-
tures, stitched as issued. Tape affixed to thread at rear of binding. Light 
tanning, foxing to a few margins, otherwise a clean, very good copy. 
Partially unopened.

 

An uncommon Confederate imprint showing the precariousness of the 
Greyback following the Confederate loss at Gettysburg and the fall of 
Vicksburg.  In this end of year report, Confederate Treasury Secretary 
Memminger warns the government that inflation is rampant, and that the 
Greyback is severely devalued.  Memminger’s solution to the problem was 
multi-fold and consisted of steps that included taking a loan for a billion 
dollars to be extended “from time to time,” issuing 200 million “new 
and improved” Greybacks to replace the 700 million in Greybacks then 
in circulation, and a property tax of five percent, among other steps.  At 
the end of the report, Memminger requests a salary increase for himself 
and the members of the Treasury staff.  Although Memminger, a lawyer 
specializing in commercial and constitutional law, was given his position 
because he had been a member and then chairman of the South Carolina 
House Ways and Means Committee, he was not known for sound fiscal 
policy.  An important review of Confederate finances and fiscal policy at 
a crucial juncture in the history of the Confederacy.
PARRISH & WILLINGHAM 2135. CRANDALL 1183.  $350.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 First English Edition of the Author’s Most Important Work

19. Möllhausen, Heinrich Baldwin: DIARY OF A JOURNEY FROM 
THE MISSISSIPPI TO THE COASTS OF THE PACIFIC WITH A 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT EXPEDITION. London. 1858. 
Two volumes. [iii]-xxx,[2],352; x,[2],397,[1]pp., including in-text illustra-
tions, plus nineteen total plates (including two frontispieces), seven of 
which are chromolithographs and four of which are tinted. Folding map. 
Modern brown crushed morocco, spines gilt, a.e.g. Half title in first volume 
remargined in the gutter. Tiny library stamp on verso of titlepage and page 
51 of the first volume, and to the verso of the half title and page 51 of the 
second volume. Some faint staining in the edges of the earliest leaves in 

the first volume, and final 
three leaves of second vol-
ume. Overall very good.

 

The first English edition, 
translated by Mrs. Percy 
Sinnet, with an introduc-
t ion by Alexander von 
Humboldt, of one of the 
most important accounts 
of the American West.  
“...One of the best trav-
el books of [the] age” – 
Goetzmann.  Möllhausen 
accompanied Whipple’s ex-
pedition to survey a route 
to the Pacific, serving as 
the party’s naturalist and 
artist.  The text is devoted 
largely to excellent de-

scriptions of Indian life and aboriginal antiquities, with additional material 
on the expeditions of Col. Fremont.  The handsome chromolithographed 
plates depict the landscape and natives of the areas traversed.  The map 
illustrates the route of the party from Fort Smith up the Canadian River, 
across northern Arizona and New Mexico to Los Angeles.  “The map is 
beautifully drawn and engraved....It is a highly important and decorative 
map” – Wheat.  The Streeter copy sold to Sessler for $275 in 1969.
Goetzmann, Army Exploration, p.310. GRAFF 2849. FIELD 1080 MINTZ 
582. SABIN 49915. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 268. HOWES M713. 
ABBEY 661. WAGNER-CAMP 305:2. STREETER SALE 3134. WHEAT 
TRANSMISSISSIPPI 956. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 151 (note).
  $3000.
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 With an Account of Billy the Kid
 

20. Nicholl, Edith M.: OBSERVATIONS OF A RANCH WOMAN IN 
NEW MEXICO. Cincinnati: The Editor Publishing Co., 1901. [6],260pp. 
Original green cloth, gilt. Some fading to gilt lettering on front cover, 
boards stained and rubbed, corners and edges rubbed and worn, front 
cracked following the title leaf. Contemporary and slightly later ownership 
inscriptions in both ink and pencil on front free endpaper and titlepage, 
extensive manuscript notes in ink on final text page and the three blank 
pages following, including a list of “Ten Best Books for Children of about 
‘10’” and Wordsworth poetry copied out. Overall, a good copy.

 

First American edition, after the first British edition printed in London 
in 1898.  A scarce account of an Englishwoman’s quest for good health 
and happiness raising alfalfa and other crops in southern New Mexico.  
Includes chapters on “the Mexican in New Mexico,” the climate and soil, 
irrigation, mineral resources, and “Politics and Sectionalism.”  Interest-
ingly, there is also an account of the story, obtained from the author’s 
friends, of that “all-too-marvellous youth,” Billy the Kid.  Dykes claims 
that “Nicholl” was a pseudonym for Edith M. Bowyer, and notes that the 
exaggerated stories she reports about Billy the Kid is evidence that “the 
tales about the Kid were pretty tall even back in the nineties.”
DYKES, BILLY THE KID 31 (British ed). HOWES N140. ADAMS 
SIX-GUNS 1610. ADAMS HERD 1672.  $400.
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 Photographs of the 1893 Cherokee Strip Land Rush

21. [Oklahoma Photographica]: Forbes, Andrew Alexander: Prettyman, 
William S.: [SEVENTEEN ORIGINAL SILVER GELATIN PRINT 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDREW FORBES, WILLIAM PRETTY-
MAN, AND OTHERS, OF THE 1893 “CHEROKEE STRIP” LAND 
RUSH IN PRESENT-DAY OKLAHOMA, SHOWING THE EVENTS 
BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER THE RUSH, AND INCLUDING 
AFRICAN AMERICAN AND WOMEN PARTICIPANTS]. [Orlando 
and Perry, Oklahoma Territory]. 1893. Seventeen silver gelatin prints, 6 
x 4 inches (15¼ x 10 cm) each, mounted on 9 x 7 inch (22¾ x 17¾ cm) 
embossed card stock. Each image captioned in the negative. Card stock 

rubbed and occasionally chipped at corners. One 
mount with the upper outer corner chipped, but 
not affecting photograph. Some occasional fading 
around the edge of an image, but overall the images 
with very good tonality. Very good plus.

 

A significant grouping of exceptionally scarce silver 
gelatin photographs taken before, during and after 
the 1893 Cherokee Strip Land Rush in present-day 
Oklahoma.  This collection is contains the work of 
two well-known Western photographers, A.A. Forbes 
and W.S. Prettyman, as well as other unidentified 
photographers.  The photographs here cover the 
full sweep of this important event from before the 
start of the rush all the way through its immediate 
aftermath and includes images of African-American 
and women participants.

 

The photographs in this collection were taken be-
tween September 11 and 26, 1893, and include images 
of crowds gathering at the land offices in Orlando, 
Oklahoma Territory to register; the start of the rush 
as well as the moments just before and just after; 
group portraits that include African-American and 
women participants, and photographs of “Hell’s Half 
Acre” – a tent city that included over 100 saloons and 
gambling establishments created on the day of the 
rush when 40,000 participants pitched their tents in 
what would become the town of Perry, Oklahoma.

 

The Cherokee Strip opening was the fourth and 
largest of the five land runs sponsored by the Federal government in 
present-day Oklahoma between 1889 and 1905.  The Cherokee Strip 
comprised nearly seven million acres in a 225-mile long by fifty-eight-
mile wide piece of land next to the Oklahoma panhandle given to the 
Cherokee nation under the terms of the Treaty of New Echota (1835).  
When the majority of indigenous Americans sided with the Confederacy 
during the Civil War, they were treated as a “conquered province” dur-
ing Reconstruction by Congress, and the Cherokee Nation was forced to 
sell the nearly seven million acres of the Cherokee Strip to the Federal 
Government for a mere $1.40 per acre.  This land was opened up for 
settlement by President Grover Cleveland’s Proclamation 360 issued on 
August 19, 1893: “Opening to Settlement Certain Lands Acquired from 

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM58878
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the Cherokee Nation of Indians, the Tonkaw Tribe of Indians, and the 
Pawnee Tribe of Indians.”  The proclamation specifically stated that “all 
the lands acquired from the Cherokee Nation of Indians...will at the 
hour of 12 o’clock noon (central standard time) on Saturday, the 16th 
day of the month of September, A.D. 1893, and not before, be opened to 
settlement....”  This set the stage for the largest land rush in Oklahoma 
history, when some 150,000 participants would race against each other to 
stake a claim to one of 42,000 parcels of land available for homesteading.  
Also included in Proclamation 360 was Secretary of the Interior Hoke 
Smith’s proviso that nine “registration” booths were to be opened near 
the entrance points to the land race in both Oklahoma Territory and 
Kansas.  Everyone who sought a claim had to first make several written 
declarations and obtain a certificate at a registration booth prior to the 

rush.  The nine registration booths were understaffed 
and were open only ten hours a day for the five days 
before the Cherokee Strip was opened for the land rush.  
This resulted in tens of thousands of people gathering 
at the booths in lines often a mile long and four abreast, 
with some people holding their place in line for days 
without drinking water.  A number of people died of 
sun stroke as a result, and Hoke Smith’s registration 
booths soon became known as “Hoke Smith’s Grand 
Farce.”  Those that sought to bypass registration by 
using counterfeit registrations, or who snuck out to 
stake a claim before the official start of the land run 
were called “Sooners” because they used any means 
necessary to obtain land sooner than those who followed 
the legal process.  Those who patiently waited for the 
official start were called “Boomers” for the boom of 
the cannon used to signal the start of the land rush.

 

Seth Humphrey, a participant in the race, described the 
start in a 1931 article in The Atlantic Monthly:

 

“While we stood, numb with looking, the rifles snapped, 
and the line broke with a huge, crackling roar.  That one 
thundering moment of horseflesh by the mile quivering 
in its first leap forward was a gift of the gods, and its 
like will never come again.  The next instant we were in 
a crash of vehicles whizzing past us.  It was like trying 
to see a hundred three-ring circuses at once; and it was 
over while the mind was reaching for the start.  But 

between the crack of the rifles and the dip of the last lumbering prairie 
schooner over the hills there was begun, made, and finished a chapter by 
itself in racing history.”

President Cleveland’s proclamation put no restrictions on the basis of 
sex except that a married woman had to forfeit her right to a claim to 
her husband, making this race very attractive to widowed or unmarried 
women participants.  Further, there were no restrictions as to race, so 
this land run was also attractive to African-American homesteaders.  The 
present collection contains images of both women and African Americans 
taking an active role in the events of the Cherokee Strip opening, with 
one photograph showing a woman in a bonnet in a small wagon urging 
her galloping horses up a hill during the opening, and in the same photo-
graph, another woman working as part of a husband and wife team trying 

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/private-details.php?record=WRCAM58878
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to keep the wagon cover from flying off as her husband gallops their team 
forward.  Another image shows a single well-dressed woman with a large, 
beribboned hat off to one side in a group shot of male homesteaders.  
Multiple group photographs include male African-American participants, 
with one at a rail depot showing two young African Americans in action 
on the track.

The two known photographers whose work is included in this collection are 
A.A. Forbes (two photographs) and W.S. Prettyman (three photographs).  
Andrew Alexander Forbes (1862-1921), was an itinerant photographer 
from Wisconsin whose activity in Western Oklahoma began around 1885.  
His studio, like that many itinerant photographers of the day, was a mo-
bile, self-contained unit transported by wagon or pack animal.  Forbes 
was a photographer of the Oklahoma land run of 1889 of as well as the 

Cherokee Strip opening in 1893, and later photographed 
homesteaders on their land.  He eventually made his way 
to Bishop, California where he established a photography 
studio.  William S. Prettyman (1858-1932) was born in 
Maryland and eventually made his way to Arkansas City, 
Kansas where he apprenticed himself to the well-known 
Civil War photographer, I. H. Bonsall, in 1879.  By 1883, 
Prettyman had opened his own studio in Arkansas City 
and began photographing cowboys, new settlers and the 
Native Americans in the region, who called him “Picture 
Man.”  To create the stunning action photographs of the 
opening of the Cherokee Strip in 1893, Prettyman had a 
three story platform built at one of the starting points of 
the race.  To maintain the secrecy necessary to prevent the 
platform from being overrun with other photographers 
and bystanders on the day of the race, Prettyman kept 
away from the platform and did not tell the construction 
workers why they were building it.  To get the best action 
shot of the start, Prettyman set up four cameras on the 
platform just before noon on the day of the opening that 
were operated by four of his assistants in sequence at two 
second intervals after the race began.  Prettyman himself 
participated in the land rush, and claimed a homestead 
outside of what became Blackwell, Oklahoma where he 
established a new photography studio and was mayor for 
two terms.  In 1905, Prettyman sold his studio and moved 

to California, where he became a drug wholesaler.

The photographs included in this collection are as follows (captions given 
in the negative are within quotes):

1) “7. Oclock A.M [sic] Sept. 11th 1893 Orlando OT on The Line Regis-
tering To Go In to the Strip.”  Photographed by William Prettyman, 
this is a view of people forming a line seven across that snakes well 
off into the distance with horses and riders along the outside.

2) “Want Claim’s [sic] In The Strip Sept. 11th 93.”  By an unidentified 
photographer, this image is a closer view of a long, densely-peopled, 
snaking line.  An African American among others in the foreground 
looks straight at the camera.  A woman in a dark dress and a berib-
boned hat stands in the foreground on the right.  Horses and a car-
riage are along the outside of the line.
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3) “We Want Land. Sept 12 at Orlando Booth 11 Net.”  A group portrait 
of men, boys and a woman tucked into the crowd, by an unknown 
photographer.

4) “Registering Booth’s [sic] Hoke Smith’s Grand Farce Orlando O. T. 
Sept 14th 93.”  Image of a wide line of people stretching into the 
distance between two rows of tents, by an unknown photographer.

5) “Hoke Smith’s Grand Farce Orlando Sept. 15th 93.”  A photograph 
by Prettyman showing a large mass of people extending into the dis-
tance.  One of the hastily-built buildings bears a sign reading “The 
Times Restaurant.”

6) “Waiting for the signal on the south line of the Strip Sept 16th 93.”  
This Prettyman photograph shows a man in a hat and bandana in 
the foreground with horses, wagons, buggies, and horses with riders 
stretching off to the horizon.

7) “The Start. Sept. 16th 93.”  An image by Andrew Forbes, showing a 
wide line of horses, wagons, carriages and horses with riders extend-
ing into the distance.  The ears of the horses are back, indicating 
that they just heard the sound of the shot that started the rush.  A 
few horses at the front of the line have just started to stride forward.

8) “The Start No. 150.”  Another Forbes photograph showing the start 
of the rush, with several lines of horses, wagons, buggies and horses 
with riders moving forward with the dust they have generated swirl-
ing upward.

9) “First train leaving the line north of Orlando for Perry Sept 16th 
1893.”  By an unknown photographer, this image shows locomotive 
cars in the distance packed with people inside and on their roofs, 
with people crowding along the track.  Five wagons race up a rise in 
the foreground, with one team of horses driven at speed solely by a 
woman in a bonnet.

10) “The Dust Storm At Perry Sept 17-18.”  By an unknown photog-
rapher, showing horses, riders and wagons scattered near a watering 
hole marked by trees with a row of men kneeling and standing in the 
foreground.  Dust obscures objects in the distance and a close look 
shows dust particles in the very near foreground.

11) “Hell’s Half Acre Perry O. T. 93.”  This image, by an unidenti-
fied photographer, shows a collection of tents and wood shanties 
stretching into the distance, with two horses picketed to a tent in 
the foreground.  Some of the signs posted are those of saloons – the 
Buckhorn, the Red Light Saloon and just “Saloon” – as well as the 
word “beer” painted onto a roof.

12) “Pilgrims in line at the Banbox, Perry, O[T].”  A line of men waiting 
for the privy, identified as “Gents Closet,” and “Bambox,” a contem-

porary colloquial term.  Also seen in this image by an unidentified 
photographer is a tent with the sign, “Moore & Budd, Land Attorney’s” 
and another reading “Contesting Lwyer” [sic].

13) “Hells Acre Perry O. T. Sept 23 – 93.”  By an unidentified photog-
rapher, showing tents and a few wood shanties stretching off into the 
distance.  There are men walking in a street roughed out from the 
dirt between rows of tents, and a massive line for the land office in 
the distance.  Various business signs in the image read “Filing Papers! 
Made Out,” “Saloon,” and “Dinking & Bennett, Atty’.”

14) An un-captioned image by an unknown photographer showing a 
massive line of people wrapped around a central line of litter-strewn 
tent sites.

15) “Sept 30th Wharton.”  A photograph by an unidentified photogra-
pher of the Wharton Rail Depot in Perry, Oklahoma with both Black 
and White men and boys on the boardwalk and on the train rails in 
front.  A tent city looms in the distance.  Perry was the site of one 
of the Cherokee Strip land offices.

16) “Southeast Perry Oct 3rd.”  This crowded image, by an unidenti-
fied photographer, shows a collection of framed as well as completed 
wooden buildings with wagons, buggies, horses and pedestrians in 
the street in the foreground, and with the railway and tents in the 
distance.  The business signs include “Pabst Beer,” “Barber Shop,” 
“Ward and Rockwood.  Confectionary, Cigars and Tobacco Summer 
Drinks,” and “Board 3.50 per week.”

17) “Jumping R.R. Right of way and Fighting for Poseson. [sic] Perry 
Oct 26 9[3].”  A group of White men and boys as well as an African-
American man and young man standing in front of a beer tent with 
riders and a burro on the edges of the crowd, with more tents in the 
distance.  By an unidentified photographer.

A large collection of rare and informative photographs from the 1893 
opening of the Cherokee Strip, containing photographs by two well-known 
Western photographers and showing a detailed and comprehensive view of 
the event, from five days before the start until more than a month after, 
and including African-American and female participants.
MAUTZ 344. Gerhard Peters & John T. Woolley, “Proclamation 360 
– Opening to Settlement Certain Lands Acquired from the Cherokee 
nation of Indians, the Tonkaw Tribe of Indians, and the Pawnee Tribe 
of Indians” in The American Presidency Project: Grover Cleveland, 24th 
President of the United States, 1893-1897. Seth K. Humphrey, “Rushing 
the Cherokee Strip” in The Atlantic Monthly, May 1931, p.566. Bureau 
of Land Management, “The 120th Anniversary of the Oklahoma Land 
Rush” in Today’s Document, September 2012 (online).  $9500.
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 Colorado Promotional and Guide to Mines

22. Old, R.O.: COLORADO: UNITED STATES, AMERICA. ITS 
HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, AND MINING. INCLUDING A COMPRE-
HENSIVE CATALOGUE OF NEARLY SIX HUNDRED SAMPLES 
OF ORES. London: British and Colorado Mining Bureau, [1869]. 64pp. 
plus folding frontispiece map. Original printed wrappers. Wrappers lightly 
worn and soiled.  Text lightly tanned and creased, blue pencil mark on 
margin of p.54. Very good.

A rare Colorado promotional pamphlet, 
issued by the British and Colorado Mining 
Bureau.  The author’s objective was to attract 
British capitalists and tourists to Colorado, 
so that “the splendid promise of her future” 
might blossom.  Includes descriptive sections 
about Colorado counties, as well as advice 
on traveling from England to America, with 
a folding map of Colorado and an exten-
sive catalogue of the mines operating at the 
time.  The final leaf contains an abbreviated 
business directory of Denver, Central City, 
Black Hawk, and Georgetown.  The preface 

is signed April, 1869, and an advertisement on the verso of the titlepage 
encourages the use of the Union Pacific Railroad, which would joint with 
the Central Pacific in late May, 1869, described as the “shortest route 
to the Mines, Salt Lake, California, and all the Western States and Ter-
ritories....”  A second edition was issued in 1872.  This title was issued in 
a cloth binding and in wrappers (as here).  This is only the second copy 
in wrappers that we have handled.
WYNAR 3313. HOWES O58, “aa.” GRAFF 3084. SABIN 57110. BRAD-
FORD 4076. LINGENFELTER CO:2345.  $2250.
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 Compensating Zebulon Pike
for His Expedition, and His Orders

 

23. [Pike, Zebulon]: REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED 
THE TWENTY SECOND ULTIMO, TO INQUIRE IF ANY, AND 
WHAT COMPENSATION OUGHT TO BE MADE TO CAPTAIN 
PIKE AND HIS COMPANIONS, FOR THEIR SERVICES IN EX-
PLORING THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, AND OF THE OSAGE, 
ARKENSAW, AND LA PLATE RIVERS, TOGETHER WITH THEIR 
TOUR THROUGH NEW SPAIN. Washington: A. & G. Way, 1808. 
3,[1]pp., on a folded quarto sheet. Neat repairs to two closed tears at 
gutter, light foxing. Very good.

 

A report made on March 9, 1808 regarding if and how to compensate 
Zebulon Pike for his explorations of the Mississippi River (see Howes 
P372).  The document prints a letter of praise from Henry Dearborn 
to Pike congratulating Pike on his endeavors, and includes the curious 
mention of one Joseph Ballenger.  Ballenger was a sometime companion 
of Pike who left the expedition to pursue a “Spanish project,” but the 
committee purposefully omits who hired Ballenger and what his task was.  
Given that General Wilkinson had written Pike’s instructions himself, 
and given Wilkinson’s association with Aaron Burr’s own Spanish project, 
Ballenger’s errand into the wilderness is doubly suspect.

 

An attractive Pike item, and quite rare.
GOODSPEED 417-432. BRAISLIN 1472. SHAW & SHOEMAKER 
16557.  $2500.
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 Important for Its Content, and as a Fine Press Book

24. Powell, H.M.T.: THE SANTA FE TRAIL TO CALIFORNIA 
1849 – 1852 THE JOURNAL AND DRAWINGS OF H.M.T. POW-
ELL. San Francisco: The Book Club of California, [1931]. [16],272pp., 
including in-text illustrations, plus sixteen plates (four folding, including 
frontispiece) and two folding maps. Titlepage printed in red and black. 
Folio. Original half pigskin and cloth, raised bands. Leather scuffed near 
top of rear board, otherwise the binding in much better condition than 
usually found. Quite clean internally. Very good.

One of 300 copies printed by the Grabhorn Press for the Book Club of 
California, and generally considered to be one of the masterpieces of 
Grabhorn printing.  Published at the outset of the Great Depression, 
and priced thirty dollars, it took several years to sell the full edition.  
This copy is complete with all text pages and illustrations; we have seen 
a few copies that lack pages 133-34 and 139-40, likely an error made in 
the binding process.

Powell’s extensive and detailed diary (which was owned by the Grabhorns 
themselves) is one of the few California Gold Rush narratives to follow 
the southern route, going over the Santa Fe Trail through New Mexico 
and Arizona.  It took Powell eight months to travel from Independence, 
Missouri to San Diego (still far from the mining regions).  His journal 
then records his sojourn in the mines, his unhappy experiences at mining, 
and his other jobs in California.  “One of the most thorough and articulate 
records of [the southern] route, and an absorbing account of [Powell’s] 
subsequent adventures in California” – Zamorano Select.  A talented copyist 
and sketcher, several of Powell’s illustrations are included in the text, as 
plates and in-text illustrations.  The text was edited by Douglas Watson.  
“A vivid day-by-day account, supplemented by the author’s drawings 
which are reproduced in the exact size of the originals.  The journal is a 
genuine contribution to the historical annals of the West” – Hundredth 
Book.  An important modern overland and fine press classic.
RITTENHOUSE 471. GRAFF 3334. HILL 1379. STREETER SALE 
3229. MINTZ 592. KURUTZ 515. HOWES P525, “b.” EBERSTADT 
137:517. GRABHORN BIBLIOGRAPHY 158. ZAMORANO SELECT 
90. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 243. BOOK CLUB OF CALIFOR-
NIA, HUNDREDTH BOOK 41.  $2000.
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 An Important work of Canadian Constitutional History

25. [Quebec]: NEW COMMISSION OF THE GOVERNOR OF 
QUEBEC; AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS OF AUTHORITY, DE-
RIVED FROM THE CROWN RELATIVE TO AMERICA. [London. 
ca. 1777]. 82pp. Lacking the final advertisement leaf. Modern half calf 
and marbled boards, gilt leather label. Lightly tanned, old tidelines in 
upper and lower margins. Good.

A work important in Canadian constitutional history and for the beginnings 
of the British regime in Canada.  The text includes: “New Commission of 
the Governor of the Province of Quebec” (George III to Guy Carleton), 
“Former Commission of Captain General, &c. of Quebec” (George III 
to James Murray), “King’s Proclamation” (of Oct. 7, 1763), “Commis-
sion of Vice-Admiral” (George III to James Murray), “Abstract of the 
Quebec Act,” “Commission to the Captain General and Governor New 
York” (1754 appointment of Sir Danvers Osborn as captain-general and 
governor-in-chief of the Province of New York), and the first and second 
charters granted by King Charles II to the Lords Proprietors of Carolina.  
This copy is textually complete, but lacks the terminal advertising leaf.
GAGNON II:1506. SABIN 52579. LANDE 676. TPL 6564.  $1350.
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 Collection of Nine Scarce New York Railroad Documents

26. [Railroads]: [New York]: [SAMMELBAND OF EIGHT PRINTED 
PAMPHLETS AND ONE MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENT RELATED 
TO THE FOUNDATION OF THE NEW YORK AND ERIE RAIL-
ROAD]. [New York & Albany: various publishers, 1835-1836]. Individually 
paginated, as below. Contemporary three-quarter calf and marbled boards. 
Boards and leather rubbed, repaired at head of spine and outer corners with 
modern leather, joints cracked and both hinges reinforced with paper. Light 
scattered foxing, but otherwise internally clean. Very good overall.

A sammelband of eight scarce and early pamphlets and one manuscript re-
lated to the establishment and early stages of the New York and Erie Rail 
Road.  The company was chartered in 1832, and construction on the main 
line from Piermont, New York, to Dunkirk, Michigan finally began in 1836.  
Despite decades of financial troubles, including a costly and complicated 
struggle between Cornelius Vanderbilt and Jay Gould over shares (during 
which Boss Tweed was made a director), the main line remained in operation 
until 1960, and later extensions remain in service today.  The documents 
collected in this volume record the early legal and financial history of the 
company, and are as follows:

1) Charter of the New-York and Erie Rail-Road Company, and List of Officers 
and Directors. New-York: George P. Scott and Co., 1835. 18,[1]pp.  In-
cludes a list of officers and directors of the line, the Act to incorporate 
the railroad, and a one-page “Act further to amend the Act to incorpo-
rate the New-York and Erie Rail-Road Company, passed April 24, 1832. 
Passed May 8, 1835,” not originally issued with the charter. AMERICAN 
IMPRINTS 33350. OCLC 191247249 (9 copies).

2) An Act Further to Amend the Act to Incorporate the New York and Erie Rail 
Road Company Passed April 24th 1832. Passed May 11th 1836 [manuscript 
caption title]. [2]pp. manuscript on lined paper.  Adds a provision that 
the railroad will carry U.S. Mail and establishes contingencies for ne-
gotiating rates.  We do not locate an official printing of this manuscript 
amendment.

3) State of New-York. No. 107. In Assembly, January 29, 1835. Communication 
from the Secretary of State Transmitting the Report of a Survey of a Route 
for a Rail-Road from the City of New-York to Lake Erie. [Albany. 1835]. 
99pp.  The survey of this route was one of the last projects undertaken 
by Benjamin Wright, the “Father of American Civil Engineering” and 
chief engineer of the Erie Canal.  Includes tables of grades and estimated 
costs and benefits of various proposed routes. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 
33340. OCLC 28546765, 54142496, 79823587, 44210468 (12 copies).
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4) Report of Benj. Wright, Esq. Civil Engineer, Relative to the Survey of the 
New-York and Erie Railroad [caption title]. [New York: Office of the 
Railroad Journal, 1835]. 16pp., printed in two columns.  A separate 
printing of the first portion of the previous report, also including the 
Proceedings of the Common Council of the City of New York, in 
respect to the New-York and Erie Railroad Company. AMERICAN 
IMPRINTS 33354. OCLC 34339085 (18 copies).

5) Report of Moncure Robinson, of Pennsylvania, Jonathan Knight, of Maryland, 
and Benjamin Wright, of New-York, Civil Engineers, Upon the Plan of 
the New-York and Erie Rail Road. New-York: George P. Scott & Co., 
1835. 11pp.  Moncure Robinson was one of America’s leading ante-
bellum civil engineers and succeeded Wright as one of the foremost 
transportation engineers in North America. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 
34032. OCLC 28052996, 1313204116, 191247251 (21 copies).

6) First Annual Report of the Directors of the New-York and Erie Rail Road 
Company, Made to the Stockholders, September 29, 1835. New-York: G.P. 
Scott & Co., 1835. 36pp.  Includes a section responding to public 
opposition to the proposed railroad. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 33349. 
OCLC 17538233, 191247248, 562232163, 243784049 (21 copies).

7) Copy of the Report of the Directors of the New-York and Erie Railroad 
Company, Filed in the Office of the Secretary of State on the 12th Day of 
January, 1836.... 11pp. plus folding table.  Includes the receipts and 
expenditures of the company in 1835, and a table of engineer James 
Seymour’s “estimate of quantity, and Contractor’s prices....”  Rare.  
Not in American Imprints. OCLC 191247250, 1035241898, 83266560 
(5 copies).

8) Letter from James Seymour, Division Engineer of the New-York and Erie 
Rail Road, in Respect to the Curvature and Graduation on That and Sundry 
Other Roads. [New York. 1836]. 8pp.  Seymour gives a report on several 
railroad lines operating between New York and Washington, D.C., 
and the application of the lessons of those lines to the construction 
and operation of the New-York and Erie. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 
40130. OCLC 228732844, 44210418 (4 copies).

9) State of New-York. No. 62. In Senate, March 3, 1836. Report of the Com-
mittee on Rail-Roads, on the Bill from the Assembly, Entitled “An Act to 
Expedite the Construction of a Rail-Road from New-York to Lake Erie,”
&c. [Albany. 1836]. 23pp. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 39248. OCLC 
4886832, 79258083 (11 copies).

A comprehensive collection of uncommon documents tied to the founding 
of one of New York’s most important railroads.  $3000.
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 Unruly Politics in Pre-Revolutionary Haiti
 

27. [Saint Domingue]: EXTRAIT DES REGISTRES DES DÉLIBÉRA-
TIONS DE LA PAROISSE DE L’ACUL [caption title]. [Cap Français]: 
De l’Imprimerie de l’Assemblée provinciale du Nord, [1790]. 28pp. Quarto. 
Stitched in later plain paper wrappers, printed on light blue paper. Light 
dust soiling along lower edge, but otherwise a clean, fine copy. Untrimmed.

 

A very important account, dated August 22, 1790, of the deliberations of a 
local Saint Domingue assembly in the parish of Acul on the consequences 
of the dissolution of the Assembly of Saint-Marc.

 

“Et d’après ces réflexions que tout homme impartial a dû faire, l’Assemblée 
considerant que les malheurs dont la Colonie a été et est peut-être encore 
menacée, ne peuvent être prévenus que par la dissolution de l’Assemblée 
coloniale, qui a poussé ses erreurs à un point qui interdit de les quali-
fier, par égard pour les Membres abusés de cette Assemble, en inspirant 
le Comité du Port-au-Prince, qui armait en faveur de sa cause les bras 
des Colons contre leurs frères, & des matelots indisciplinés & rébelles, 
contre des Citoyens respectables.”

 

It is followed by a tract by Auguste-Philippe Laffon de Ladébat, repre-
sentative of Acul, dated August 27, 1790, on his conduct at the Colonial 
Assembly.

 

A rare Saint Domingue imprint, with only two copies located, at the 
British Library and Columbia University.  $5000.
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 Bitter Criticism of Barcia’s Ensayo CronologiCo
 

28. [Salazar, Joseph de]: CRISIS DEL ENSAYO A LA HISTORIA 
DE LA FLORIDA. [Madrid]: Impressa en Alcalà de Henares, 1725. 
55pp. Small quarto. Later plain paper wrappers. Small marginal repairs to 
titlepage, small tear just to the left of first word of title. Light scattered 
foxing, old tideline in upper gutter throughout. Very good.

 

A very scarce contemporary refutation of Barcia Carballido y Zuniga’s 
historic Ensayo Cronologico of 1723.  This work is attributed by Rich and 
most who followed to Don Joseph de Salazar, who was a historiographer 
of Spain and the West Indies and who apparently felt threatened by the 
great success and quality of Barcia’s work.  His point-by-point response 
is minutely detailed, but appears to have had little to no impact on the 
reputation of Barcia or his vaunted history. Salazar, who signs his prologue 
“A Stranger,” immediately makes his feelings clear by opening this work 
as follows: “Señor mio.  As you are an Algebraist of the Spanish language, 
you will not be ignorant of the Castellan proverb which says: ‘A cada 
Puerco le llega su San Martin’” (our translation).  The proverb, roughly 
translated as “Every pig gets his San Martín,” refers to the traditional 
sacrifice of a pig near that festival day and suggests that a person who has 
acted in bad faith will sooner or later face the consequences.

 

Quite rare in the trade: the most recent auction record on Rare Book 
Hub is from 1967, when this very copy was sold at the Parke Bernet 
sale of material from the inventory of Edward Eberstadt & Sons, where 
it brought $350. No other copy is listed until one offered at Anderson 
Galleries in 1935.
MEDINA, BHA IV:2539. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 725/172. PALAU 
64594. SABIN 75577. HOWES S46, “aa.” RICH I:38. EBERSTADT 
SALE 35 (this copy).  $2500.
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 Photographs of the Great Earthquake and Fire of 1906

29. [San Francisco Earthquake and Fire]: [Hughes, William H.]: 
[COLLECTION OF TWENTY-NINE ORIGINAL SILVER ALBU-
MEN PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN OF SAN FRANCISCO DURING 
AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE GREAT EARTHQUAKE AND 
FIRE OF 1906, SHOWING THE DEVASTATION IN THE CITY, 
AS WELL AS RELIEF EFFORTS IN THE IMMEDIATE AFTER-
MATH]. San Francisco. 1906. Twenty-nine loose silver albumen prints, 
twenty-four measuring 6½ x 4¾ inches; five prints measuring 6¾ x 4¾ 
inches. Some light wrinkling from handling. Faint toning to the edges 
and a stain on the verso of one print (not affecting the image). Very good. 
Housed in a modern binder.

A remarkable collection of photographs taken 
immediately after the San Francisco earthquake 
and fires of April, 1906, showing the scope of 
the damage to the city, as well as providing 
a stark reminder of the human toll taken by 
what is considered one of the worst natural 
disasters in American history.  Many of these 
images are apparently unpublished, having 
been produced by an Army engineer and used 
to accompany a report on earthquake relief 
efforts made for the United States Senate.

 

Although there was a quick and immediate 
response from San Francisco’s large military 
population, the earthquake and fires killed an 
estimated 3,000 people and left over 200,000 
San Francisco residents homeless.  Fifteen of 
the twenty-nine images in this collection are 
signed in the negative “Hughes Fort Mason” 
or simply “Hughes,” and were almost certainly 
taken by Private William H. Hughes, a mem-
ber of the First Battalion, Corps of Engineers 
stationed at Fort Mason, located on the bay at 
the northern edge of San Francisco.  The other 
fourteen are not signed by a photographer, 
but some of them may have also been taken 
by Hughes.  Troops from Fort Mason were 
the first military units to respond following 
the earthquake of April 18, 1906.

There was no photography studio at Fort Mason in 1906, but Private 
Hughes was acknowledged as being “a very efficient photographer” for John 
Steven Sewell’s report on the 1906 disaster, “The Effects of the Earthquake 
and Fire on Buildings, Engineering Structures, and Structural Materials,” 
for the United States Geologic Survey.  Many of Hughes’ photographs 
from the present series accompany the Army’s report to the U.S. Senate 
on earthquake and fire relief efforts, now housed with the records of the 
United States Senate in the National Archives.  Since many of the images 
in this series were taken for the relief effort report to the Senate, there is 
a focus on the human aspect of the disaster.  As far as we know, Hughes’ 
photographs were not published except in conjunction with the Army 
report to the Senate.  The photographs in the present collection include 
an image of members of San Francisco’s business community, dressed in 
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suits, bowler hats and patent leather shoes, helping to haul a firehose 
close to an active fire; a small group of people viewing the devastation 
following the quake and during the fire; San Francisco residents cooking 
in the street and queuing for food and bedding; and a panoramic view 
of the of a San Francisco refugee camp near Fort Mason showing some 
refugees just starting to set up their tents.  There are also two images 
showing the tragic loss of life during this disaster – one deceased man 
pinned upside down in a pile of rubble, and another, within a panoramic 
view of city-wide devastation, pinned by a massive beam in the basement 
of what was likely his home.

This collection of original photographs shows the devastation and the 
very human tragedy left in the wake of the San Francisco earthquake and 
fire, with four of the photographs showing the fire in progress, and two 
showing the loss of men killed by the rubble in which they were trapped.  
Fifteen of the photographs carry the imprint “Hughes” or “Hughes Fort 
Mason” in the negative (those that do not are numbers 3, 4, 5, 9, 13, 14, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 below).

The photographs included in this collection are captioned as follows (cap-
tions in the negatives are given within quotes; those without captions, 
have our descriptive caption provided):

1) “52 Union St.” [remaining caption is indecipherable].  Image of severe 
ground upheaval on Union Street, with cable car tracks lifted above 
ground level, the brick street sinking and concrete sidewalks shattered.  
Pedestrians walk in the street and children sit on the cable-car tracks 
dangling their feet in the deep crevices alongside.

2) “53 Birds-eye view of camp around Fort Mason.”  A hilltop view of 
the tent city in the open areas that surround Fort mason on the left.

3) “54”  A long line of men, women and children along a fence in a 
residential neighborhood are lined up to receive canned goods from 
the military.

4) “55”  A group of men near a crumbling building receive tents and 
mattresses.

5) “56”  Twenty men in suits, patent leather shoes and bowler hats 
shoulder a fire hose, and walk toward burning Victorian row houses 
in the distance.

6) “62”  Men in bowler hats and suits picking through the rubble in 
the foreground with the hulking remains of shattered buildings ris-
ing through smoke in the background.  A uniformed soldier stands 
in the corner right.  An almost identical picture signed by Hughes 
Fort Mason is in the National Archives collection, captioned by the 
Archives as “No. 63. Souvenir hunters.”

7) “67”  Sailors disembark and march off the marina boardwalk in front 
of the ferry, “Garden City” packed with passengers.

8) “68”  Women and men crowd together at the top of a hill viewing 
the ruins of their devastated city shrouded in billowing smoke before 
them.  The identical picture signed by Hughes is in the National Ar-
chives collection, captioned by the archives as “Fire partially under 
control – 3rd day.”

9) “69”  Shows the front of two Victorian row houses on Howard Street 
sinking into the ground as a result of liquefaction of alluvial soil.

10) “70 Cooking in Street after Earthquake.”  Families on either side 
of a woman cooking on a cast iron stove on a residential street lined 
with Victorian row houses.  The identical picture signed by Hughes 
Fort Mason is in the National Archives collection, captioned by the 
archives as “Chimneys were destroyed and cooking in houses was 
prohibited.”

11) “71”  Two members of the military stand on a corner next to the 
remains of a blasted church.

12) “72”  A view of the remains of a residential neighborhood from the 
top of a hill, showing ground rupture and surface faulting as well as 
an active fire.
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13) “84”  Shows a large group of families waiting near a large garage for 
distribution of emergency supplies.

14) “85”  Near the end of a long line of families waiting for distribution 
of emergency food, including canned roast beef and corned beef.

15) “F5 75 St. Dominic’s church.”  A view of the ruins of the St. Dominic 
church towers as seen looking North on Steiner Street near Bush Street.

16) “F8 Wrecked by earthquake.”  Shows a multi-story furniture dealer’s 
warehouse, with much of the facade having crumbled away.

17) “F15 View from Turk St between Jones and Hyde.”  A view looking 
up the southern slope of Nob Hill, showing the ruins of what was 
then informally called the “Tenderloin District.”

18) “F17 Ruins of Hall of Justice.”  A view of the ruins of San Francisco’s 
Hall of Justice from Kearney Street.  The Hall of Justice housed the 
city jail as well as the Coroner’s office and San Francisco’s criminal 
and civil courts.  Red Cross tents are set up at the base of the build-
ing with saddles and tack for the city’s mounted police on a saddle 
stand in the foreground.

19) [Unnumbered] “Refugees in the vicinity of Fort Mason.” A tent city 
that sprung up in the open land surrounding Fort Mason to shelter all 
those who lost their homes during the earthquake and fire.  Within 
the picture, there are various vignettes: a mother and father leaning 
down to speak to their children seated on the ground near their tent; 
a father holding a baby up to its mother while another man works 
on building their tent; a large family working together to assemble 
their tent while the mother, father, and a young girl wearing a white 
pinafore and hat talk to each other over some provisions.  Entire iron 
double beds and rockers are sitting alongside tents, and there are a 
number of family horses picketed beside tents.

20) [Unnumbered].  On Broadway looking up Battery toward the fires on 
Telegraph Hill and the headquarters of the American Biscuit Company 
at 855 Battery Street.

21) [Unnumbered] “North Beach – after the Fire.”  Looking from the 
water across towards the smoking ruins of North Beach.

22) [Unnumbered].  A view looking south on Steiner Street past the French 
Bakery toward the ruins of St. Dominic’s Church.  Steiner Street is 
filled with horse-drawn vehicles, an early motor car and pedestrians.

23) [Unnumbered].  The ruins of San Francisco City Hall viewed from 
Larkin and Grove streets.  City officials and members of the mili-
tary stand on a crumbled wall in the foreground.  Having been built 
over twenty-five years on sandy, wet ground, and, according to a 
later investigation, “without any of the principles of the steel frame 
construction having been used,” this iteration of San Francisco’s City 
Hall, with the exception of the dome, fell to the ground in the forty-
five to sixty seconds that the earthquake lasted.

24) [Unnumbered].  A military supply depot, likely at Fort Mason, 
fronted by sand bags, with a member of the military leaning against 
boxes of supplies.  Piles of furniture and statuary are near the right-
most door with another member of the military seated at his leisure 
before them.  A group of civilians gather around some furniture on 
the ground at the far right.

25) [Unnumbered].  The image of a deceased man in a suit under a pile 
of rubble.  The man appears upside down in the top left of the pho-
tograph, with his body having been draped and/or pinned by rubble 
above him.  His left hand is draped down below his face, caught be-
tween a stone and the metal plate at the end of a support rod.  The 
skin of his forehead is pushed into a series of concentric folds and the 
iris of his right eye is pushed beyond the edge of the outer canthus.

26) [Unnumbered].  The image of a deceased man buried within the rubble 
of what looks to have been a residential building.  Initially, one would 
assume this photograph is simply of the wide swath of devastation left 
by the earthquake in the foreground and in the distance, but a careful 
view of the tangle of metalwork in the foreground along the remains 
of a steel beam shows a man standing, but slumped to his left, pinned 
by metal supports.  Part of his head and right shoulder are in view, 
with his face looking outward through the tangle of rubble before 
him.  In the distance, a group of three men stand on top of the rubble.

27) [Unnumbered].  A member of the military looking pensive while 
seated on fallen and twisted decorative metalwork atop a pile of brick 
rubble near building ruins.

28) [Unnumbered].  The ruins of residential buildings, with piles of 
brick and metalwork in the foreground and the standing remains of 
buildings beyond.

29) [Unnumbered].  The ruins of Victorian row houses with shattered 
windows; the sidewalk and street before them show ground rupture 
and surface faulting.

A very informative and evocative group of original photographs showing 
the utter devastation and human misery in San Francisco in the aftermath 
of the 1906 earthquake and fires.
John Stephen Sewell, “The Effects of the Earthquake and Fire on Build-
ings, Engineering Structures, and Structural Materials” in Grove Karl 
Gilbert, et al, The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of April 18, 1906 and 
Their Effects on Structures and Structural Materials (Washington, 1907), 
p.63. National Archives. San Francisco Earthquake, 1906. Center for Leg-
islative Archives, September 30, 2020. “Historical Vignette 101 – The 
Army Engineers Were Key Responders to the San Francisco Earthquake 
and Fire.” U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Headquarters website, April 
2006.  $2250.
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 European Powers Make Peace in North America
 

30. [Treaty of Whitehall]: TREATY OF PEACE, GOOD CORRE-
SPONDENCE & NEUTRALITY IN AMERICA, BETWEEN THE 
MOST SERENE AND MIGHTY PRINCE JAMES II...AND THE 
MOST SERENE AND MIGHTY PRINCE LEWIS XIV.... [London]: 
Printed by Thomas Newcomb in the Savoy, 1686. 19pp. plus [1]p. of ads. 
Small quarto. Modern three-quarter calf and marbled boards, gilt morocco 
label. Stain to top edge of textblock (no text affected), some chipping to 
top edge of titlepage, one-inch closed tear to right edge of final leaf (no 
loss of text). Tanning to the exterior leaves. About very good.

 

The Treaty of Whitehall is very important in the diplomatic history of 
North America in that it illustrates the way in which European powers 
sought to keep their colonial affairs in the Americas separate and distinct 
from any grievances that might occupy them in Europe, and to keep 
American disputes from potentially setting off a much larger conflict.  
This idea, generally known as the “doctrine of the two spheres,” found 
its fruition in the Treaty of Whitehall.  When James II succeeded his 
brother to the British throne in 1685, there were many points of conflict 
between France and England.  Both he and Louis XIV were eager to 
avoid a colonial war which would disrupt commerce.  This treaty settled 
many, but not all, problems in America, including agreements on fish-
ing rights, the fur and Indian trades, and illegal smuggling.  One of the 
most contentious issues addressed is that of the fur trade in Canada.  In 
response to a British circumscription of their expansion of the fur trade, 
the French had been raiding Hudson’s Bay Company establishments.  
Both sides pledged to cease these incursions, and they also pledged not 
to aid Indian tribes that might be in conflict against the other power.  
Most generally and most significantly, Savelle notes that by the Treaty 
of Whitehall “any rupture occurring in Europe between the two nations 
was to have no effect in America, where subjects of both nations were 
to continue ‘in the same manner as if no such rupture had occurred in 
Europe.’  Similarly, conflicts between nationals of the two countries in 
America were not to be considered causes for war in Europe.”

 

European Americana notes four variant printings of this treaty by Thomas 
Newcomb in 1686, three in English and one in Latin.
EUROPEAN AMERICANA 686/73. SABIN 96532. ESTC R477000. 
Savelle, The Origins of American Diplomacy, p.108. TPL 94.  $3250.
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 Important Early Study of California’s Mineral Resources
 

31. Tyson, Philip T.: GEOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES 
OF CALIFORNIA.... Baltimore: Published by Wm. Minifie & Co., 1851. 
xxxiv,127,[1],37pp. plus three large folding maps, nine folding plates, and 
one leaf of ads at the end. Original blindstamped brown cloth, expertly 
rebacked with original gilt backstrip laid down, corners neatly mended. 
Early ownership signature on front pastedown, different early ownership 
signature on titlepage. Scattered foxing and staining. Good.

 

The second (and best) edition, following the government document edi-
tion of the previous year.  An important discussion of the geology of gold 
in California, based on Tyson’s four-month trip during the summer and 
early fall of 1849, including a fine map of the Sacramento Valley, a smaller 
one of the author’s travel routes, and one of his path through the Sierra 
Nevada.  Wheat notes that this was “probably the earliest work of a true 
scientific research to emerge from the Gold Rush.”  Tyson describes visits 
to Sacramento, Mormon Island, Coloma, Jackson, and the Cosumnes and 
Mokelumne Rivers.  The Senate ordered 5,000 copies printed, of which 
1,000 were for Tyson’s use.  Tyson added a new titlepage, an errata page, 
index, contents page, and an extensive introduction to this edition.
HOWES T455. WHEAT GOLD REGIONS 179. KURUTZ 643a.
  $3500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 U.S. Army in Panama
at the Outset of the Second World War

 

32. [World War II Photographica]: [Curran, John T.]: [VERNACULAR 
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF IMAGES BY A UNITED STATES ARMY 
SOLDIER STATIONED AT CAMP PARAISO NEAR THE PANAMA 
CANAL DURING THE EARLY YEARS OF WORLD WAR II, SHOWING 
THEIR TRAINING BASE, MILITARY VESSELS IN THE PANAMA 
CANAL, RELIEF EFFORTS FOR A LOCAL COMMUNITY, REC-
REATIONS DURING OFF HOURS, AND MORE]. [Camp Paraíso and 
vicinity, Panama. 1939-1940]. Six partially printed pages filled in manuscript, 
plus thirty album leaves with 120 mounted photos, most 4 x 5 inches. Oblong 
quarto. Contemporary limp brown suede photo album with illustration of the 
Panama Canal and the United States shield and eagle on the front cover. Some 
light soiling and wear to covers and album leaves. Images mostly clean and 
crisp with occasional slight mirroring or small stains. Very good.

 

A personal photo album of mostly original images, compiled by a soldier 
serving in the United States 5th Infantry stationed at the Panama Canal at 
the outbreak of World War II.  The Canal Zone would become vital to the 
American war effort and was one of the most important strategic locations in 
the hemisphere.  In 1939, Camp Paraiso (which had been abandoned a few 
years earlier) was reinstated as a military base, and the 5th Infantry constructed 
barracks, a post office, a movie theater, and other structures that contributed to 
its becoming one of the primary settlements in the Canal Zone after the war.

 

The soldier who created this album was likely Irish-American John T. Curran, 
based on an ink stamp on the front cover.  The soldier was a native of Maine 
who was stationed at Camp Paraiso from 1939 to 1940.  He has captured a 
variety of images, including of troop transports and battleships as they travel 
through the Canal, the crews of those ships visiting the base, soldiers in and 
out of uniform in camp, at mess, drilling, constructing buildings, or relaxing, 
fighter planes in a nearby field, and even a Catholic mass in the ruins of the 
Convento de San José, built in 1612.  A particularly interesting series of photos 
depicts U.S. Army soldiers on a relief mission, providing food and supplies to 
local men, women, and children in the almost entirely demolished remains of 
a city.  Six pages at the front of the album, titled “Autographs of my Friends,” 
are filled with the signatures and addresses of over forty other members of 
the troop.  Each signature is accompanied by a comment, ranging from the 
heartfelt to the flat out insulting, perhaps most appropriately summed up by a 
Sergeant Smith, who writes “Till we meet again, not in Panama I hope.”  An 
interesting collection of photographs from a soldier in the American theatre 
during the outset of the Second World War.                                     $950.
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